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The teleconference was held in response to coalitions who requested a forum to share 

information with each other; the time was structured for sharing strategies that have worked 

well in the assessment process in gathering local data, sharing information, building capacity, 

locating community factors, etc; coalitions were encouraged to share tips, and anything that 

worked well for them in this process. Organization of body of text: main questions posed to 

coalitions are highlighted in blue text; coalition responses are in blue text; facilitator comments 

and follow-up questions are in bold. 
 

What assessment activities have gone well for your coalition? 

 

Fairbanks coalition - In the process of collecting data with their Community Perception Survey 

(random survey); the goal is 400 and so far they have 216. 

 

Fairbanks coalition’s shared details about their Community Perception Survey: 

This is an online survey; coalition workgroup collaborated with local organizations, and an 

evaluator to develop survey questions; notification included a mail-out to a random sample of 

4,000 people within the borough with a purchased mailing list. Two postcards (initial one and 

reminder) were sent; survey advertising via Facebook very successful; incentives: heating fuel 

Facilitator comments: Survey work can be very challenging; current progress at 216 is 

awesome; using the heating fuel as an incentive is a creative idea and makes a lot of sense as 

people will find it really useful. 

 

For the benefit of sharing information with other coalitions still in the process of gathering 

data, can you share specific information about how the survey process came together? 

Fairbanks Response: Process of developing survey included collaborations with local groups in 

Fairbanks working on opioid crisis, and continuing the relationship with the evaluator team; 

having a history with evaluator team proved advantageous since they were involved in previous 

needs assessment activities and could build on a data already collected. Survey questions arose 

from comments and discussions with these collaborations and insight gained 

 

Is it possible to share a copy of your coalition’s community survey with other communities?  

Fairbanks Response: The coalition plans to share the survey at a later time once it’s been fully 

analyzed, and data cleaned up; many questions were built on other survey work done in the 

community; questions have been developed based on prior questions geared to specific needs 
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of the community. 

  

Sitka coalition - Pleased with results from their Community Resident survey completed with 20 
respondents which provided good information and insights from a broad spectrum of 
community residents.  
 

Can you tell us about the recruitment strategies your coalition used for this survey? 

 

Sitka Response: To help identify sub-populations in Sitka currently experiencing substance 

abuse issues, the coalition held discussions among the core group, sought input from local law 

enforcement, met with the local mayor to connect with people experiencing substance issues 

to obtain information from their perspectives. Process yielded good insights from those folks. 

From this process, the community readiness level indicated a low level (2); education and 

awareness plans to move readiness up a few notches are being discussed.  

Anchorage coalition - Preparing to administer community readiness surveys; various strategies 
are being implemented to look at the “who” in the community, where individuals are, and how 
to target those who are part of the opioid epidemic. Outreach includes those who work in the 
substance abuse arena, people in recovery; questions are geared toward finding paths to 
addiction, where it started. Outreach strategies include: 
-Establishing connections with parents with children who still live at home, and family members 

affected by addiction for insight on specific signs of addiction.   

-Collaborations with the local 4A’s – the organization responsible for the coalition’s needle 

exchange program, in conducting interviews with clientele involved with needle exchange 

program. One surprise was how many Mat Su patrons (30% of clientele) who drive into 

Anchorage from the valley as they don’t have a current needle exchange program.  

-Effective strategy has been forming relationships with grassroots coalitions such as the Real 

About Addition (https://www.facebook.com/realaboutaddictionalaska/) group, an org that 

participated in the health summit organized by Dan Sullivan’s office in Mat Su; Kim Whittaker 

(founder) has been a tremendous resource as they have extensive knowledge with people in 

recovery, people who walk through addiction  

-Recent capacity building effort has been the addition of the Geneva Woods Pharmacy to the 

Anchorage coalition; good source of information on pain management contracts, but they are 

not willing to release pain management data; however their contact said a large number of 

people have opioid prescriptions with GW in the Anchorage community; hoping once a 

relationship is further established GW will release more data.  

Facilitator comment: A further discussion on possible opportunities for communities to 

collaborate across geographic regions with statewide agencies, pharmacies to the extent there 

is polarity, and activities that intersect that makes sense. 

https://www.facebook.com/realaboutaddictionalaska/
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Juneau coalition - Haven House, the recovery center for women is actively helping with the Re-

entry effort of former addicts; the 4A’s needle exchange in Juneau plays a big part of their 

coalition, and provides excellent data on needles being exchanged; outreach efforts have begun 

with Fred Myer and the other pharmacies in town to get a sense of how many needles are 

being distributed in Juneau each month. 

 

How open is Fred Meyer pharmacy sharing data on their needle exchange program with you? 

Juneau Response: Information provided to Juneau has been estimates; no hard data has been 

shared. Information includes general demographics (who’s coming in to get needles), and the 

time of day exchanges take place. 

Facilitator comment:  If Fred Meyer does not provide hard data, consider asking for trend 

information. Actual numbers are useful and interesting, but it’s important to know about 

changes across time. Pharmacies might be more open to sharing this type of information.  

 

What about information related to pharmacies in your area? Any 
information to share about this sector? 

 

Fairbanks coalition - Anecdotal information gained from teen focus groups, and pharmacist 
comments on survey toward abuse of over the counter drugs as possibly a bigger trend than 
those kids who abuse Rx drugs/opioids.  
 

Juneau coalition – communication with local pharmacists is reticent. Sensed they don’t want to 
be blamed for the opioid problem in the community, or they don’t seem to want to be the face 
of the problem. Some local corporate pharmacies have policies allowing refusal of service to 
inebriated customers. But not all the independent pharmacies have the same protocol in place. 
Most pharmacies have been open to discussions, but prefer not to be further engaged. 
 

Anchorage coalition - Walgreens pharmacists were highly receptive to the coalition’s recent 
community take-back event, and were referring community residents to the coalition on 
properly disposal of expired medicine. The take-back event was a great method to building 
future relationships with pharmacy staff. Anchorage stated it’s all about relationship building. 
Walgreens pharmacy staff indicated interest in participating in future take-back events.  
 

Question posed regarding Take-Back events: our coalition partners with other organizations 

for the local take back event in October, and April. Did anyone do take back events not aligned 

with the National take back event this year?  
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Sitka coalition - Two local pharmacists participate in two informal take-back events throughout 
the year. A concern expressed by pharmacies is as the events become more formalized, the 
ensuing policies and procedures become difficult for smaller communities to follow. As a result 
there has been some resistance to take-back events. Policies require small communities to ship 
out drugs collected despite the local police department’s capability to incinerate Rx drugs. 
There are some interesting dynamics associated with getting more formalized take-back events.  
 

Juneau coalition – Similar issues with take-back events as Sitka; much of the information is 
outdated; there is a lot of OTC medicine (not Rx opioids) that need to be disposed of; it’s time 
consuming, and challenging for the local police department to stay on top of, and how to get 
proper disposal strategies. 
 

Recommended resource: get in contact with Lakota Holman at ANTHC; ANTHC deals with 

supporting people statewide; ANTHC is currently working on opioid use issues, and proper 

disposal of medicine. Anchorage coalition partners with Ms. Holman in this area. 

ANTHC purchased mail-out pouches for outdated medicine; the mailer is sent to the lower 48 

where it’s incinerated; a wider variety of medication is now taken; these are pre-paid envelopes 

that can be used as needed. 

Lakota Holman: lrholman@anthc.org 

Juneau coalition - Only place to dispose of medication is the police department which is 
inconvenient. Having a way to give people a disposal tool could be very powerful; requested 
more information about the carbon bags. 
 

Facilitator comment: Bridget has made the project personnel involved in developing the carbon 

bags aware of PFS group efforts; she will find out more information on when updates for 

current progress of carbon bags will be, and when bags will be disseminated.  

Current update on carbon bag distribution: The Division of Public Health has an order of bags 

coming. They’re currently determining the distribution approach and logistics. They’re aware of 

PFS communities and coalitions and the desire of these groups to have access to the bags and 

they’ll keep Genevieve and Bridget informed of the status and updates.  

 

What has worked well for your coalition in gathering data or in 
developing new partnerships?  
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Anchorage coalition - Working with the American Lung Association on focus groups with teens 
and young adults around vaping; excellent opportunity for coalition to build capture kids 
interested in participating in the focus groups; kids were asked if they would be willing to 
engage in focus groups around Rx use for their age group. Their coalition trains youth to 
conduct focus groups, and to be able to recruit for focus groups through a peer to peer model. 
When the coalition is ready to conduct upcoming opioid focus groups, and gather data from the 
community there is a list of potential kids interested in doing the work, and providing assistance 
who are already trained.  
 

Encouraged PFS coalitions to involved youth on your coalition, and to use them for more than 

just passing out pamphlets, or manning tables, and train them; get them certified. Anchorage 

worked with a group of people from UAA on trainings for youth focus groups for a different 

project and getting IRB certified that proved to be a huge benefit to the coalition in going 

forward in exploring other activities and new challenges. 

Facilitator comment: Reach out to the DETAL team if coalitions are interested in learning about 

the IRB certification process on training people to conduct ethical research. The IRB certification 

is not a requirement for this project, however it may be a requirement of your organization.   

Peggy: DETAL can act as a clearinghouse for resources, or material that works well for coalition 

members to share across coalitions. Provide the information to distribute to other 

communities.  

How has your coalition recruited youth involvement? 

 

Anchorage coalition - developed a youth development training program; currently there are 12-

15 active youth who participate in the coalition; these youth have gone through considerable 

training; older youth who are aging out of coalition act as mentors to younger, new members; 

coalition is actively growing, planting the seed around abuse issues.  

-Great places to recruit youth: ROTC programs in schools; kids in honors, or AP classes who can 

use participation for their portfolios.  

-Incorporate what youth need, and how the coalition can help youth develop skills, or help 

them with whatever they want to do with their life 

-Make an effort to ensure youth are involved in adult work- not just menial tasks; skills 

development include focus group training, and getting them IRB certified so they understand 

how to complete assessments, evaluate community needs, and developing strategic action 

plans; for the Anchorage coalition youth have the same voting power as adults.  
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-They work with kids just coming out of treatment centers to help them figure out alternative 

activities so they aren’t hanging out with the same people and getting stuck in the same high 

risk choices.  

Another option is partnering with treatment facilities within your community.  

Peggy: If you have youth organizations in your community that works with at-risk teens, it 

might be worth reaching out to for interview or survey purposes, or bringing them into your 

coalition 

 

Any comments, or tips to share on coalition makeup ideas, updates on 
how the process is going, how gaps are being filled, efforts toward 

sustaining your coalition? 

 

Anchorage coalition -has a large membership of many faith-based organizations. Strongly 

encouraged support to building relationships with a church, mosque, or whatever is in your 

community as a way to enhance coalition membership. There are many reasons why churches 

are a great all-around partner:  

-They’re always available and willing to help with coalition work 

-Great venue space 

-Their vision aligns well with the coalition for a healthy community 

-Spiritual needs are important part of getting healthy (mind, body and spirit)  

-There is a wide demographic variety within this sector made of people from many different 

walks of life 

- Relationship building is key and important part of coalition work; it’s hard work and can be 

very challenging; it takes time to develop solid relationships; consider: 

-Setting aside funds to take meet people outside office setting as you’re “courting” people in 

your community 

-Don’t meet once, and expect people to show up – it takes time 

-It took over a year for church staff and the coalition to see how they each aligned and 

benefited one another in the community;  
 

 

Open time for any questions: 
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-Question about an extension for the draft report.  

 

Facilitator comments: Nature of draft readiness assessment reports 

January 31, 2017 draft report submission: coalitions are not expected to submit a polished 

report. It’s more an update of what coalitions are doing, and to share where you are with 

coalition activities. It gives Genevieve Casey, the new PFS Program Coordinator, and the DETAL 

team an opportunity to provide helpful feedback, or suggestions for possible missing 

information. Genevieve added the expectation for the draft is a general idea on the progress so 

far.  

Genevieve is always available to all communities. She plans to be in touch with all coalitions in 

the next week or so. 

Genevieve Casey’s contact information: 

            (907) 465-4984 
            genevieve.casey@alaska.gov 

 

Was this time helpful to you? Is this something your coalition would like 
to see continued in the future? 
 

Two coalitions affirmed the teleconference was helpful for them to hear where other coalitions 

are at in the process. Suggestions: think how best to communicate with coalitions between 

teleconference calls for sharing tools, items we come across that could translate to different 

communities. 

Sitka requested resources and any helpful information for developing coalitions, and surveys. 

Sitka mentioned that are only in their second year of coalition building so it’s challenging.  

Final comments: There were many good tips, lots of great information shared. We can plan to 

continue these calls keeping them informal so participation will be on an optional basis, and not 

required on a monthly basis if that works for everyone. Let DETAL know if monthly is okay, or 

not frequently enough. 

Reminders: PFS website is where all coalitions involved in this grant have their contact 

information. Let us know if you have changes, or updated contact information for more people 

on your coalition.  

Make sure you use the contacts page information as a tool to talk to one another; everyone’s 

information is there; feel free to use it to contact each other.  

tel:%28907%29%20465-4984
mailto:genevieve.casey@alaska.gov
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We will add notes to the website, and also send them via email.  

DETAL is open to be a clearinghouse and facilitator for any information you come across and 

would like to share. Send to DETAL so it can be posted to the website, and distributed widely. If 

you prefer to email information yourself, feel free to use the same list we use. DETAL can 

facilitate resource sharing if it is easier. 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to the Evaluation team members, Program Coordinator, and 

DETAL team for technical assistance for assessment.  

  

 


